
As you may know we are a small animal rescue organization that
specializes in taking care of the blind and handicapped cats.

At the moment we have several blind cats and 3 legged cats in our
home who live together with the family. Most of them are former street
cats, rescued from the street and brought in because they cannot
survive on the street with their condition. In the house they all live,
sleep and play together. Most of them are also available for adoption
and like this we make sure that they are socialized and happy with
the attention they will get from their humans.

We have little clinic where we can provide first aid and small treatments and / or after care when
needed after operation. Our veterinary costs are high and we are struggling to get them paid. Here
in Alanya we're also overwhelmed by the inflation just as the rest of the world. Our biggest fear is
that we're not able to pay the veterinary bill, buy food or not be able to take care of the blind and
handicapped cats that are living with us.

Weekly we get help requests for taking in cats or helping them with medical treatment. They have
infected eyes, going blind, paralyzed or missing a leg. We try to help as much as we can but this is
not so easy.



We have less, almost no support and we have serious trouble paying our vet bill. At the moment
our bill is about 2.000 .- Euro. This seems not much but in our valuta it's pretty much. If we can't
pay our bill we can't help cats that are in need of our help.

Therefore this scream for help WE NEED YOU !!!! Without your help our hands are tight and we
can’t take any more help requests.

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts


